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Nashe puts his own opinions in Jack's mouth without scruple, often
ruining consistency by intruding his comments into the narrative.
He has no sympathy to spare for John of Leyden 01 his followers ;
to Nashe they were merely Puritans of a more outlandish and
outrageous kind :
Hear what it is to be Anabaptists, to be puiitans, to be villains ;
you may be counted illuminate botchers for a while, but your end
will be, Good people, pray for us.
Now there is a change in the story again. Back in England once
more, Jack falls in at Middleborough with Henry Howard, Earl of Jack and
Surrey, and is taken into his service. Surrey confides to him, in
poetical language, his passion for the stately Geraldine—a fable that
may have originated with Nashe. Entirely fictitious also is the
relation that ensues of Surrey and Jack Wilton's adventurous travels
on the Continent. Nashe himself had never been far from his native
land,1 and made up these imagmaiy experiences, by the method
followed later on by Defoe, from written or oial accounts of travel,
and also to an extent that must not be overlooked from the current
translations of novelle.
The strangely matched couple visit Rotterdam and Wittenberg.
They come across Sir Thomas More and Erasmus, witness a
scholastical entertainment in honour of the Duke of Saxony,
and a performance of Acolastus. They hear Luther and Carolo-
stadius dispute, and are introduced to the learned Cornelius
Agrippa, reputed the greatest conjurer in Europe. He shows
them in a magic mirror the lively image of Geraldine, weeping
for the absence of her lover. After a visit to the emperor's court
they go on to Italy. Before leaving Germany they agreed to
exchange names and conditions, Jack being now for a while
known as the Earl of Surrey. The reasons given for this manoeuvre
are not very plausible : Surrey desired " to take more liberty
of behaviour"—that is, to have full fling as an adventurer.
But the true reason, more probably, was that Nashe wanted to
reproduce the romantic situation beloved of old-fashioned story-
tellers in a new setting. The disguise nearly costs them dear. At
Venice they are brought to the house of a courtesan, Tabitha the
1 McKerrow, v.

